
Summary of webinar presentation on 19th May, 2020 

Topic: Nephrotic Syndrome: From simple to complex 

Theme: Management dilemmas in day-to-day clinical practice 

 

• 90 % cases of nephrotic syndrome are idiopathic and most children (80%) show remission 
following therapy with oral corticosteroids. 

• Urinalysis, CBC, albumin, cholesterol, urea and creatinine levels suffice for evaluation of 1st 
episode of NS 

• There is no routine indication to go for 24 hour urinary protein, serum C3,ANA, ASO unless 
there is presence of gross/persistent microscopic haematuria or other systemic symptoms. 

• CXR and Mantoux test should be done before initiating steroids. Isoniazid prophylaxis should 
be given where only Mantoux positivity is found however standard ATT should be given in kids 
with evidence of active tuberculosis 

• Oral prednisolone is the drug of choice for SSNS and universally accepted regimen at this 
moment is 6+6 regimen i.e. a total of 12 weeks therapy (daily followed by alternate day).  

• There is no proven benefit till date for extending the initial therapy beyond 12 weeks (As 
concluded by results from most recent PREDNOS trial in 2019) 

• As per the most recent evidences, BSA based dosing doesn’t confer any benefit over body 
weight based dosing for Prednisolone. 

• Relapses should be treated by 2+4 regimen (2 wks daily f/b 4 wks alternate day prednisolone). 
Therapy can be stopped abruptly thereafter in cases of IFRNS. 

• Long term alternate day (LTAD) steroids can be tried as an initial modality in kids with FRNS 
and should be continued for 12-18  month. 

• Levamisole is an excellent steroid sparing drug for kids with FRNS having low steroid threshold 
for relapse. It should always be accompanied by prednisolone on alternate day with gradual 
tapering and to be continued for 12-18  months 

• During intercurrent infections, alternate day prednisolone should be made daily and should 
be reverted back to alternate day once infection is cured. 

• Cyclophosphamide or MMF should be used as next alternative in kids with levamisole failure 
or where steroid threshold for relapse is high. 

• Cyclophosphamide should be avoided in younger kids and pubertal girls. TLC should be 
monitored closely in kids on cyclophosphamide and plenty of fluid intake should be 
encouraged 

• There should never be a second course of cyclophosphamide unless indicated otherwise. 

• Diuretics should be avoided in NS unless edema is too significant. Inadvertent use of diuretics 
without confirming the volume status can put them at risk of thrombotic complications.  

• Ideally, calcineurin inhibitors (Cyclosporine/tacrolimus) should only be started after renal 
biopsy. Trough levels should be monitored monthly till child is on these drugs to avoid serious 
toxicities associated with them.  

• If CNI’s need to be continued for more than 2 years, repeat renal biopsy should be done to 
know the chronicity on histopathology. 

• Rituximab has generated a lot of interest in recent years as a favourable drug in difficult to 
manage FRNS and SDNS. But it should be used judiciously in a controlled setting only. 
Nowadays its being observed as an alternative to CNI in kids failing to levamisole, Endoxan 
and MMF. 
 



• Most of the recent guidelines nowadays including KDIGO suggest that SRNS-IR should only be 
labelled after 8 weeks of steroid therapy (4 weeks daily f/b 4 weeks alternate day). Therefore 
the previous 4 weeks cut off would probably be changed in upcoming ISPN guidelines as well.  

• All children with SRNS (IR/LR) should undergo kidney biopsy before instituting specific 
treatment. 

• Genetic evaluation is not routinely needed in kids with nephrotic syndrome. However, it must 
be considered in cases of congenital nephrotic syndrome, SRNS-IR and family history of SRNS. 

• Calcineurin inhibitors are drug of choice in SRNS. Complete remission or partial remission both 
are acceptable. It should be accompanied with low dose steroids and ACE-I/ARBS (with close 
monitoring of GFR). 

• Cyclophosphamide and Rituximab are not good choices in kids with SRNS. Combination of 
agents have been tried in SRNS kids who have failed with CNI. 

• Ascitic tap examination of peritoneal fluid is an easy method to diagnose SBP in relapse state. 
Stress dose of steroids should be given during the infective phase. 

• All the inactivated vaccines should be given as per the NIP in all kids with NS even while on 
steroids. 

• Live vaccines should only be given when the child is off steroid for at least 4 weeks or is on 
very low dose of alternate day steroids.  

• Pneumococcal, influenza, varicella and Hepatitis B vaccine must be inoculated whenever 
feasible in all the kids with NS. 

• Daily urine protein monitoring along with maintaining a nephrotic diary at home is the key for 
successful management of NS. 

• Patient and parent education about the disease condition helps a lot in improving compliance 
to medications. 

• A balance diet high in protein and calories along with liberal fluid intake should be ensured. 
Salt restriction is not needed but added salt should be avoided. 

• Hypertension should be looked for at each clinic visit. Height should be recorded 6 monthly 
and should be plotted on growth chart. Eye evaluation for cataract/glaucoma should be 
advised and lipid levels should be monitored yearly in SRNS 

• Timely referral to a Pediatric nephrologist in difficult to treat or complicated nephrotic 
syndrome makes a lot of difference in overall prognosis and final outcome 
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